Florida Divers Dig Up $1 Million in Sunken Treasure

Divers find a treasure chest on the Spanish Galleon San Miguel Archangel off Jupiter. Gold - Treasure Dive Sites Family finds $1million in gold coins while scuba diving - Metro The Mellops Go Diving for Treasure

Children's Books - Treasure Dive Sites - Family finds $1million in gold coins while scuba diving - Metro

When Mr Mellops discovers a family treasure map he takes his sons on a maritime adventure. Before they find out, the Mellops are dodging a giant octopus...

For the Schmitt family, the pirate's life just might be for them. This Florida clan unearthed over $300,000 in gold treasures while on a dive off of Jupiter.


Divers plunder Greece's sunken treasure troves. Government move to boost tourism backfires as looters descend on antiquities. Diver with a